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About the OECD  

The OECD is a unique forum where governments work together to address the economic, social and environmental challenges 

of globalisation. The OECD is also at the forefront of efforts to understand and to help governments respond to new developments 

and concerns, such as corporate governance, the information economy and the challenges of an ageing population. The 

Organisation provides a setting where governments can compare policy experiences, seek answers to common problems, identify 

good practice and work to co-ordinate domestic and international policies. 

About the OECD Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities  

The Centre helps local, regional and national governments unleash the potential of entrepreneurs and small and medium-sized 

enterprises, promote inclusive and sustainable regions and cities, boost local job creation and implement sound tourism policies.  

About the OECD Local Employment and Economic Development (LEED) Programme and the OECD work on 

culture and creative sectors 

The LEED Programme provides practical solutions for how to build vibrant communities with more and better jobs for all. The 

Programme is housed in the OECD’s Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities.  

The OECD work on culture and creative sectors, led by the OECD LEED Programme, provides evidence and guidance to 

countries, cities and regions on ways to boost, and maximize the economic and social impact of culture and the creative economy. 

Recent publications can be found online at: https://www.oecd.org/cfe/leed/culture.htm.    
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CULTURE AND THE CREATIVE ECONOMY IN COLOMBIA 

 

Colombia’s Orange Economy 
policy framework puts culture 
and creativity at the centre of its 
development agenda  

Colombia promotes culture and creativity as drivers of social and economic 

transformation 

The Orange Economy policy, introduced in 2020, recognises culture and creativity not only for their intrinsic 

value, but also for their contribution to job creation, income and wealth generation and as a tool to foster 

local development, social cohesion and well-being.  

A comprehensive Orange Economy policy approach was designed and implemented through a 

whole-of-government effort. Colombia’s National Development Plan 2018-2022 embeds the Orange 

Economy within broader development objectives. The policy is structured around seven pillars: 

Information and knowledge for better decisions; Institutions – institutional strengthening and 

coordination, financing and incentives; Infrastructure – (territorial) infrastructure for the deployment of 

creative processes;  Industry – sustainable start-ups and companies; Integration – networks and market 

development; Inclusion – tackling inequalities through capacity building;  and Inspiration – audience 

development, intellectual property and innovation.   

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The seven strategic 
lines of the Orange 
Economy policy 
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The Orange Economy policy is evidence 

driven  

Colombia’s definition of Orange Economy sectors 

includes sectors which “relate to the creation, 

production and commercialisation of goods and 

services based on intangible content of a cultural and 

creative nature, which in many cases can be protected 

by intellectual property rights”. Colombia has identified a 

list of 34 activities which it deems wholly within the scope of 

the Orange Economy and a further 69 activities that partially 

belong to the Orange Economy. Colombia’s definition of the 

creative economy is broader than most OECD national level definitions of cultural and creative sectors 

(CCS). In Colombia, and in Latin America more generally, CCS definitions tend to take a more ecosystem-

based approach, encompassing a broader supply chain of cultural and creative goods and services and 

recognising the interconnectedness of subsectors.  

The progressive expansion of the Orange Economy Satellite Account has transformed Colombia’s 

ability to evaluate the sector and monitor policy impacts. To complement the satellite account, 

Colombia has also built its ability to dialogue with and gather information from creative economy actors. 

Regional mapping studies have yielded place-specific data on local creative ecosystems. New 

observatories provide spaces for dialogue between civil society, government, academia and 

entrepreneurs. To raise the quantity and precision of skills data in culture, inter-ministerial collaboration 

has helped harmonise Colombia’s National Classification of Occupations with the International Standard 

Classification of Occupations.  

The investment in information 
gathering was fundamental to 
being able to monitor and 
evaluate the role of culture in 
Colombia, and the impact of the 
Orange Economy policy. 

 

«
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Comparing Colombia’s Orange Economy sectors to international definitions 

The Orange Economy definition is much broader compared to the Eurostat definition of cultural and 
creative sectors. 

 

  

Going forward:  

• More disaggregated business and employment data could help in further interpreting trends in 

Orange Economy Gross Value Added (GVA) and employment.  

• Colombia could also look to produce data on second jobs as well as on creative occupations 

throughout the economy and beyond the Orange Economy.  

• As much of the Orange Economy policy surrounds skills provision, gaining a greater understanding 

of how this policy may be enhancing employment prospects of creative professionals beyond the 

Orange Economy will be helpful.  
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The creative economy is an important driver of employment and economic 

growth and shows signs of post-COVID-19 crisis recovery  

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Orange Economy was an important driver of economic growth, with 

employment increasing by 16% between 2014 and 2019 and gross value added by 3%. The COVID-19 

pandemic hit the Orange Economy hard (21% decline in GVA and 11% decline in employment between 

2019-2020). To address COVID-19’s impact, Colombia responded with a package of measures (see box 

below). Early indications show that the sector is bouncing back. For example, employment increased by 

8% in the first three quarters of 2021 compared to the same period in the previous year. 

 

Supporting the creative economy during COVID-19 in Colombia: ReactivARTE  

Introduced at the end of 2020, ReactivARTE legislation included several measures to support the 

creative economy through the crisis. One of ReactivARTE’s main policy measures involved the creation 

of Foncultura, a new instrument designed to disburse funds to the creative economy. Foncultura is 

designed to cover multiple policy areas, echoing the Orange Economy’s cross-sectoral approach. At 

least half of resources coming from Foncultura must be disbursed to Colombian municipalities with 

lower socio-economic indicators. Foncultura finances a broad range of cultural and creative activities, 

such as those defined by the 1997 Law on Culture or the 2017 Orange Economy Law, as well as 

initiatives related to cultural tourism, training, audio-visual production, heritage protection and research. 

 

 Going forward:  

• Colombia could investigate productivity gaps and declining GVA at a sectoral level through further 

research into the specific needs and dynamics of each part of the Orange Economy. 

• Policy could look to further integrate sector specific advice and business support within existing 

national and local frameworks. 

• Targeting business support programmes specifically towards self-employed workers could boost 

their opportunities to generate revenues.   

A recently expanded legal and financial framework offers many incentives for 

creative economy development  

A host of instruments aimed to help cultural and creative sectors overcome barriers to access 

finance. Four tax incentives were introduced as part of the Orange Economy policy to stimulate different 

dimensions of the creative economy: i) a five-year exemption from income tax for creative economy actors, 

ii) a tax deduction for investors on an investor’s tax base equal to 165% of real value invested or donated 

in a creative economy project, iii) tax deduction certificates, CINAS, for foreign investment in Colombian 

audio-visual production, iv) a “Works for tax” instrument, in which investors can pay a share of taxes in the 

form of conditioned investment in creative activities.  
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To administer tax investment certificates for 

investors, Colombia inaugurated Colombia Crea 

Talento (CoCrea). CoCrea is an intermediary platform 

between entrepreneurs and investors 

that provides tax incentives for specific creative 

economy projects. Projects can apply whether 

benefiting from a pre-established investor, presenting a 

self-funded project or seeking an investor. High 

candidate diversity can be a challenge for CoCrea staff 

in the face of different application needs. High applicant 

diversity also presents challenges to ensure those with 

less capacity and investor attraction potential can still 

benefit from opportunities. 

New public lending measures have also been introduced to build on historic sources of direct 

grant-based funding. New measures include favourable credit lines within the public entrepreneurship 

bank, Bancóldex, and support for local governments through the State’s territorial development bank, 

Findeter. Between August 2018 and December 2021, Bancóldex invested over COP 3 500 billion in the 

creative economy, reaching nearly 120 000 firms. Bancóldex is also helping entrepreneurs in need access 

Colombia’s National Guarantee Fund to ensure collateral, though challenges remain to help those with 

lower levels of capacity benefit. The Ministry of Culture and the Superintendence of Corporations are 

developing a guide for the valuation of intangible assets, a step to build confidence within lending 

institutions. These sources of funding build on Colombia’s landmark National Concertation and National 

Stimulus Programmes. 

The National Concertation and Stimulus programmes channel grants to artists 
and creators 

The National Stimulus Programme grants funds to Colombian artists, creators, researchers and cultural managers to support 

i) training activities, ii) finance research and creation, and iii) strengthen circuits that distribute cultural and creative goods and 

services. In 2022, the Programme introduced a novel focus on supporting youth creative labs and value chain integration with 

non-cultural sectors. The Programme also benefits from a special focus on vulnerable groups, such as ethnic minorities, 

women, victims of the armed conflict in Colombia, cultural creators with special needs and displaced people.  

The National Concertation Programme functions as a competitive application process providing funding adapted to cultural 

projects and entrepreneurship. The Concertation Programme benefits from a place-sensitive approach, in which vulnerable 

territories are given priority in funding selection.  

Subnational governments further support cultural producers through complementary funding. Cities such as Bogotá and 

Medellín, for example, have created their own grant programmes.  

 

 

  

In 2020, 339 projects out of 522 
applications were approved for tax 
incentives cultural education, live 
music and audio-visual creation 
projects were among the most popular 
sectors approved by CoCrea. 36%, 
12% and 10% of projects respectively 
were concentrated in Colombia’s most 
populous regions, Bogotá DC, 
Antioquia and Valle del Cauca. 

 

«
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Going forward:  

• Public institutions could strengthen their partnerships (e.g. Ministry of Labour, Education, Industry) 

to deploy joint programmes that build entrepreneurial capacity, such as to apply for financing and 

manage an enterprise or organisation.  

• Crowdfunding offers further opportunity to develop alternative means of micro financing for cultural 

and creative projects. 

Colombian skills policies recognise creative economy needs 

To bring creative skills to those in vocational training or adult learning programmes, the Ministry 

of Labour’s National Training Service (SENA) tailors its course and programme 

offering to the creative economy. For example, SENA has integrated its regional offices to local creative 

districts, added creative skills programming into its technical course offering and expanded its 

Entrepreneurship Fund to those interested in starting a business in the creative economy. Efforts are also 

being undertaken to certify skills in culture and creativity learned outside of formal training and 

education through the Evaluation and Certification of Labour Competences (ECCL) group. Finally, 

Colombia is also broadening past cultural policy successes to train larger cohorts of creative economy 

workers.  

Colombia’s landmark School Workshop programme is growing to expand workforce skills in 
traditional crafts  

Under the 2018-2022 National Development Plan, Colombia strengthened its landmark School 

Workshop programme. School Workshops are training programmes run by the Ministry of Culture in 

which traditional crafts workers train locals interested in pursuing a career in the trades. The programme 

has a focus on young people, victims of armed conflict, women and vulnerable individuals. Colombia 

created four new School Workshops in regions where traditional trades may be at risk. Colombia also 

created 200 “Workshop Schools” (Talleres Escuelas). These annex programmes help School 

Workshop graduates mobilise the skills they have acquired to start their own business in the traditional 

trades, offering services such as seed capital and credit.   

One in three jobs in the creative economy are informal but policies are targeting 

this group  

The Colombian Ministry of Culture estimates that one in three workers in the creative economy 

were informal in 2020. There are a few initiatives in place to address this and related challenges. The 

expansion of the Periodic Economic Benefits programme to creative workers has brought new forms of 

social protection to informal creative workers through access to social insurance (namely pension) 

benefits. As part of the response to the COVID-19 crisis, Colombia launched Soy Cultura, a national 

registry for cultural workers. Soy Cultura responded to a need to gather information on the number and 

profile of Colombia’s cultural workers at a time when COVID-19 measures placed unprecedented hardship 

on artists and creative producers. Soy Cultura incentivises cultural workers to register as a requirement to 

participate in national and local government applications for competitive culture grants. 
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Improving the social protection of creative workers - Orange Periodic Economic Benefits 

In 2018, Colombia extended the Periodic Economic Benefits (PEB) programme to creative workers, 

known as “Orange Periodic Economic Benefits – BEP Naranja” initiative. BEP is a 2015 social security 

administration programme that provides an alternative to self-employed workers not making pension 

contributions in a traditional employment relationship. Self-employed workers contribute capital to an 

account on a voluntary basis, providing them with a bi-monthly sum for life when they reach retirement 

age. Subnational governments administer BEP funds and decide benefit amounts for savings 

incentives, which are made to cultural workers as they contribute to BEP before retirement age. The 

state complements this modality through a 20% incentive on savings, and a life insurance scheme if 

yearly savings reach COP 200 000. By 2022, BEP’s expansion to cultural workers reached 783 

municipalities out of 1 013 in Colombia, and COP 293 378 million had been disbursed to benefit 11 369 

creative workers.  

Going forward:  

• Colombia can consider ways to ensure creative workers are also integrated into programmes that 

provide other forms of protection (e.g. unemployment). 

• Policies can also capitalise on the social and solidarity economy to tackle informality through 

facilitated access to training, formal work, property, information, and equitable distribution of profit 

to its members. 

Subnational governments play an important role in policy implementation, 

though challenges exist for all areas to seize opportunities   

Subnational governments, including both departmental and municipal governments, implement 

national cultural policy, define complementary strategies, and manage local cultural heritage. 

Subnational governments in Colombia can mobilise a set of tax instruments such as the ProCultura levy 

(Estampilla ProCultura) and a 2011 tax levy on public performances to fund local cultural services. In 2019, 

subnational governments in Colombia represented over 84% of total government spending on cultural 

services, compared to the OECD average of 58%, highlighting their lead role in cultural policy.  

Taking stock of inequalities between territories, specific policies have been deployed to reinforce 

local government capacity. Structural factors such as accountability in governance, historic urban/rural 

divides, civil unrest, and labour market informality vary significantly across Colombia, contributing to 

significant capacity differences between regions. A Regional Development Deputy Ministry is devoted to 

data delivery, dialogue, and capacity building with subnational governments in smaller urban areas and 

rural settings. The Ministry of Culture also accompanies local governments in the establishment of creative 

economy “Nodes” and “Tables”, local governance frameworks based on the involvement of actors from 

academia, business, civil society and the public sector. Nodes draft Creative Agendas, roadmaps for 

creative economy development based on stakeholder agreement.  
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Subnational government spending on cultural services as a share of total government 
spending on cultural services, 2019 

 

Going forward:  

• Colombia could explore potential synergies between rural policies and the creative economy to 

build local government capacity, such as through Administrative and Planning Provinces or 

Regions (Provincias Administrativas y de Planificación) or territorial pacts.  

• Municipal cultural plans may offer the potential to reinforce the role of municipal culture councils in 

policy planning. 

• Competitiveness commissions, engaged in Nodes and Creative Agendas, may be able to further 

mainstream cultural policies into wider agendas and increase policy continuity. 
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Subnational governments develop local creative districts  

Subnational governments carry forward 

Colombia’s national initiative for creative 

districts. Colombia’s National Development Plan 

2018-2022 launched Orange Development Zones 

(Áreas de Desarrollo Naranja – ADN) resulting in the 

creation of 96 districts across the country. ADNs are 

defined as delimited geographic spaces recognised 

through local government instruments or 

administrative decisions that aim to incentivise and 

strengthen cultural and creative activities. 

Some districts are specialising in specific sectors, 

while other focus on leveraging spillovers between 

value chains in different sectors. In terms of their 

financing in 2021, 40% of district revenues originated 

from municipal governments, and 17% from national 

government. National capacity building tools – the 

Orange Economy Nodes, Tables and Creative 

Agendas – accompany subnational governments as 

they develop creative districts. In particular, districts and the national policy tools that accompany them 

allow smaller municipalities to deepen strategic thinking on the links between tourism and cultural heritage.  

Going forward:  

Colombia’s 96 creative districts are still in early 

phases of development. The capacity of local 

governments to finance, administer, form governance 

structure for, engage citizens in and take strategic 

decisions for districts will take time to develop.  

• Opportunities may exist to promote cross-

overs between the cultural and creative 

sectors and the rest of the local economy.  

• In terms of financing, public-private 

partnerships may offer new opportunities to 

ensure financial viability.  

• Finally, developing strategies for citizens to 

participate in district life, through work, artistic 

expression and leisure, is an asset for a 

district’s ability to strengthen community links. 

Cultural participation policies can drive 

demand and multiply culture’s social impact 

Evidence on culture’s social impact in areas such as health, social inclusion and education is 

growing across the OECD. Policies to support citizen engagement in culture can maximise these effects. 

Cultural participation policies can also drive demand for cultural goods and services contributing to the 

vitality of the sector.  

In Cali and Ibagué, Orange 
Development Zones La Licorera and 
Capital Musical strengthen municipal 
support around existing clusters in 
the performing arts and music. In 
Medellín, the Perpetuo Socorro 
districts aim to stimulate innovation 
across sectors. Villa del Rosario 
municipality has inaugurated several 
ADNs to support heritage-based 
tourism, including through the 
development of workforce’s skills in 
traditional crafts. 

 

«
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Household expenditure on recreation and culture in Colombia is lower than the majority of OECD 

countries. In 2019, 6.1% of household spending in Colombia was on recreation and culture, compared to 

an OECD average of 8.5%. In part, this reflects the lower average disposable income per capita in 

Colombia, the discretionary nature of spending on cultural and creative sector products and, potentially, 

purchasing price differences across countries. National survey data also suggests cultural participation 

(including in free activities) is uneven across regions in Colombia, with those living in urban (municipal 

capitals) spending, on average, over twice as much on recreation and culture than those in more rural 

areas. According to national survey data, lack of interest may be a principal cause of low participation in 

some cultural activities, suggesting policies may be most able to drive participation if they encourage 

interest, while also providing resources. Colombia’s tradition of cultural policies may be able to offer 

inspiration for a new generation of cultural participation policies in the country. 

In the early 2000s, Colombia introduced a volley of cultural participation policies  

Between 2001 and 2010, a consultation-built National Culture Plan articulated a decade-long vision for 

cultural development in Colombia. In 2006, Colombia introduced the National Music Plan for 

Coexistence, which was selected among 850 projects that foster peace and coexistence by the Paris 

Peace Forum in 2020. Other efforts to raise engagement in culture included plans for reading (2003) or 

access to the arts (2006-2010). Colombia’s next National Culture Plan is an opportunity to introduce 

novel or renew prior efforts to drive cultural participation. 

 

Going forward: 

While the Orange Economy policy has stimulated the supply side of the cultural economy, a renewed focus 

on encouraging cultural participation could help drive demand and strengthen the sector.  

• Policy efforts are already in place to boost cultural participation. Colombia’s creative economy 

policy has recognised the role of education from an early age to develop interest in culture, 

especially to boost participation in low and middle-income groups.  

• Calibrated voucher or pass programmes for youth, low income or vulnerable groups could further 

complement supply side opportunities for cultural entrepreneurs.  

• Further opportunities for cultural participation outside of the larger urban areas will also be 

important to develop the future talent pipeline, promote inclusion and contribute to community 

vitality. 
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